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It’s a Ruhr experience like no other. Metropole Ruhr is the OMSI add-on that is the largest to date
and fully integrates the metropolis of the Ruhr region into the open-world experience. Take a bus
ride in two types of vehicles from the very beginning and experience this massive region as you see
it today. OMSI 2 is out now! Take a look at what is new in OMSI 2! The new update for OMSI includes
many new features for you to enjoy! Hours Weeks Days Hours Weeks Days You can find out what are
the differences between OMSI 2 and OMSI 1 as well as the advantages of this new major update for
OMSI here. OMSI 2 comes with an updated interface, being more easy to use than the OMSI 1
interface! To find out more about how to use OMSI 2, please watch our YouTube video: New Features
Might you be curious of the new features that OMSI 2 brought along? Let's have a look: HOTFIX:
there is a fix for the following issues that occured in OMSI 2: - You could not drive along the
"Maagdorperbahn", which caused a blackscreen when you entered a required busstop. - Gameserver
would lock up when the "Metropole Ruhr" was selected for a ride. - You could not enter the bus stop
with the "Maagdorperbahn" without a bus. - If you wanted to enter the bus stop before the bus left,
you needed to re-enter the bus stop to be able to take the bus. - You could not enter or exit the bus
without a bus. - If a trip from a bus stop to a destination had been precompleted, a bus request could
not be accepted. - The route request to the Zwickauer Süd was not accepted. ! We have addressed
the issue where the pop-up for the cancellations or reservations was missing. You will no longer get a
confirmation if you cancel a ride before entering a bus stop. The cancellations and reservations list
will be accessible in the dropdown menu for the departures. - The required bus stops for
international

TowerMancer Features Key:
Realistic 3D game environment
One of the most notable feature of our game is the realistic 3d game environment
All known logic errors and bugs have been corrected
All known cheats have been corrected
High-quality textures have been used. Use of high-quality textures and excellent models
guarantee long-lasting program functioning
Very well designed interface that allows you to access any option you desire
Shooting and exploring all over the city
No strange sound effects
No Steam Workshop
Level Design by Developers

Peaceful Days Promotion

Our game is a masterpiece of adventure game genre.

You play brave criminal seeking big money and our game is one of the few that uses an innovative approach
to tense and realistic 3d game engine.

PS. Don’t forget to take the time to explore our city!
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SPACINGRIGHTS
This is a free-project fan-game of the "Peaceful Days" sourcecode.
The project is not endorsed or supported by the game's creators. 

NEWS

The latest releases:
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